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Key.Q: Get the parent - loading the model in the background thread I have an "EventDisplay" like

this: @Model.Events @**@ It is used for displaying events from an event repository in a grid. A class
"EventRepository" holds a list of events and provides the Model of the Events to the view. I have a
repository of repositories and have an instance of the EventRepository for each repository. Now i
want to load the events in the background thread so the main thread can use the events. I need a

pointer to the EventDisplay: foreach (var repository in repositories) { ... var view =
((IMyView)Application.Current.MainWindow); view.LoadView(repository.EventRepository); ... } I need

the information about the EventRepository in order to create the GridView, so how can i get the
EventDisplay instance? I'm not able to do this in my Application_AcvityStarted because the instance

is not available at that point, and furthermore, it's event dispatcher thread (Metro style - Prism).
Also, i don't want to use static variables for storing the model, because there can be multiple

instances of the EventRepository. The only thing i could think of is
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